Dear Ag Advocates,

Attached is some information regarding the potential listing of Glyphosate as a Prop 65 material. As many of you know, OEHHA has proposed listing Glyphosate on the Prop 65 list through the labor code process claiming the IARC listing makes it an authoritative body listing, requiring it be listed via Prop 65 Labor Code process.

While Glyphosate is widely used herbicide and manufactured by many entities, we have agreed to coordinate some of the responses from the agricultural associations. Attached is a letter that we would like to send as a coalition letter on behalf of ag producers and associations. Additionally, we have provided a backgrounder and some talking points. Discussions with OEHHA have been ongoing including direct conversations with the listing and if listed, establishing an NSRL in a timely and scientifically justified manner. Since OEHHA reviewed this material itself in 2007 and found it not to be a carcinogenic and many other studies questions the IARC findings, there is hope for a significant NSRL that will provide adequate room for producers to continue appropriate use of the material in a safe manner.

If your organization would like to sign onto this letter, please provide us the logo and electronic signature by COB Wednesday so the letter can be processed. Formatted and submitted. Please submit the logo and signature to [caladvocates.com].

Thank you for considering this request.